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     Welcome to Inchin Closer's June Newsletter,  

As the financial and economic axis turns towards Asia, all eyes are on the regions 
superpowers – China and India. As they emerge from the debris of the financial crisis 
and the European downturn, both economies are looking at gradually shedding the 
burden of their stimulus packages and ploughing ahead on the steam of their domestic 
economies. Assured of a sustained, stable growth, and to appease global tensions, China 
revalued the yuan albeit slightly, India meanwhile raised bank rates to reign in inflation, 
over the first half of this year both nations have displayed healthy manufacturing and 
industrial figures and domestic spending is strong. Companies are not only ramping up 
staff and pouring in investments into India and China, but are also moving R&D centers, 
relocating factories and brining new innovation, skills and technologies to China and 
India. 

As everybody seeks a foothold into India and China, most analysts don’t yet expect 
exports to pick up strongly during the second half of this year. Of late, stock markets in 
Shanghai and Mumbai have both fallen and trade between China and India, while robust 
is expected to remain rocky.  Our outlook for the six months ahead - remain bullish on 
China and India, but watch out for a correction in the market. 
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China, India gradually roll back stimulus packages 
Witnessing continued high levels of growth and stability, signs of China and India 
gradually rolling back on plump stimulus packages are now evident. While last month 
India hiked interest rates and tightened monetary policies, China on Tuesday announced 
it would remove export tax rebates for 406 key commodities by July 15, after it pledged 
to increase the flexibility of the yuan exchange rate last weekend. 

  
China to draft immigration law 
A haven for investment guru’s, trade junkies and business busybodies, China will soon 
start controlling and tracking who washes up on their shores.  The country is soon to 
introduce its first ever immigration laws in an effort to control the increasing number of 
foreigners coming to China to work. 
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Is China loosing her sheen as a low cost destination? 

The recent spate of strikes and unrests followed by huge pay hikes in South China’s 
manufacturing belt has shed light on the rising wages across the country. According to 
statistics released by China’s labour bureau, wages have risen dramatically over the past 
two years up around 20 per cent in most of the region’s factories this year, and up by 16 
percent last year. 

  
Sourcing right from China 
Since China has become the factory of the world producing everything from paper clips 
to planes, it becomes important to understand how to source and export wisely from 
China. What are the pitfalls, cultural differences and basic business nuances to look out 
for? Inchin Closer delves into our experience... 

  
GM India to drive in light trucks developed in China by the end 
of 2011 
General Motors India plans to introduce light trucks developed in China by the end of 
2011 for the transport of goods between emerging metros. The trucks which will be built 
and assembled in India, will compete in the 1 ton truck sector where Mahindra & 
Mahindra Ltd. and Tata Motors Ltd. already control a sizable share. 

  

India seeks China’s advice on better grain distribution and trade 
Recognizing the failure of India’s food public distribution system, the Indian government is 
sending a delegation from the food and public distribution ministry to China on a six-day visit 
starting today to understand more efficient methods and technologies to store, transport and 
trade grain. 
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